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Applying the Place Standard : 5 Projects and 2 Cities

• Studio using the Place Standard as a tool since early 2016

• Varying levels of application and engagement

• Five ‘case study’ examples

• Adapting the Tool and Learning from Experience



Applying the Place Standard : 5 Projects and 2 Cities

1. Place Standard Tool – use within an intensive Charrette 

Make Your Mark, East Pollokshields, Glasgow 

2. Place Standard Themes - used to guide engagement 

Water Row, Govan

Meadowbank, Former Sports Stadium

3. Place Standard – adapted to gather ideas and opinions

Coatfield Lane, Leith

Powderhall, Former Waste Transfer Site



Place Standard within an intensive Charrette process

Make Your Mark – East Pollokshields



Project context:

• 2016 - First time 

practice had used Place 

Standard Tool

• Community-led Scottish 

Government Charrette 

• Mixed use Inner City 

area with approx. 

10,000 inhabitants.





‘Suite’ of Activities:

• On-street discussions

• Large scale model

• Structured workshops

• Presentations

• Spatial vision

• Actions and outcomes











Placemaker Tool:

• Used as a guide for 

discussion with 250 

participants

• ‘Wheel’ completed by 

55 people

• Highly varied set of 

responses – diverse 

area

• Translated into Urdu

• Local community 

worker involved in 

workshops/programme



Zones and Observations



Developed 5-point Vision:

• Reinforce the Garden Suburb 

and its significance

• Improve access to information, 

facilities and activities to 

enhance the well-being of all 

residents

• Develop safer, more attractive

streets

• Enrich and activate open space, 

whether large or small

• Support the local economy and 

encourage new enterprise, 

training and community benefits





Place Standard Themes used to guide engagement 

Water Row, Govan, Glasgow

and 

Meadowbank, Edinburgh



Context  2017-2018:

• Studio working on 

number of strategic 

plans/key inner city 

developments

• Used Place Standard 

Themes as way of 

guiding conversations 

and workshops.

• Grouped themes relative 

to key context issues.



Water Row, Govan - Themes from Place Standard



Themes consistently embedded into process and discussions



Meadowbank – workshops



Place Standard adapted to gather ideas and opinions

Coatfield Lane, Leith, Edinburgh

and 

Powderhall, Edinburgh



Context  2018 - ongoing

• Two Projects in 

Edinburgh under 

development

• Have adapted Place 

Standard templates to 

gather information/ideas 

both quantitively and 

qualitatively during 

engagement

• Use of precedent 

images key



Coatfield Lane: Series of focused engagement events 



Powderhall: Developing a ‘Place Brief’



Powderhall, Edinburgh – themes and precedents



Template for gathering information 1 – wheel, themes and questions



Template for gathering information 2 – wheel, themes and questions



Questionnaire for comments and ideas 



Documenting and evaluating



Documenting and evaluating

• Recording of numbers, 

age and location

• Builds up a picture of 

key priorities

• Important to assess and 

review in association 

with comments and 

more qualitative 

feedback

• Only one part of the 

picture and development 

process.



Conclusion

• Collective Architecture has benefitted 

from working with and around the 

themes of the Place Standard.

• However, the Standard is only one of 

a number of tools to be used when 

designing and engaging.

• Important that is is constantly 

evaluated and critiqued i.e. what’s not 

there and what’s not being asked.

• Opportunities to better embed design 

quality and themes into procurement 

and post occupancy
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